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Dear Dr. Hussien :
RESEARCH TITLE
The A.C Electrical Properties of (PVC-Sn) Composites
AUTHOR/S:
RESEARCH ID:
REGISTRATION FEE:
REGISTRATION DEADLINE:

Bahaa Hussien, Alaa J. Kadham Algidsawi, Ahmed Hashim and Ayad Essa
SAL258
$340 (if one author attends for the full conference); $540 (for two co-authors)
March 31, 2011

We are pleased to inform you that on the basis of your submission the reviewers have accepted the above for
presentation at the International Journal of Arts & Sciences (IJAS) conference which will be held at Bad Hofgastein’s
Kungress Zentrum (May 30 to June 3, 2011). Our conference originated as an offshoot of the EUCOR university
research system (http://www.eucor-uni.org) and follows the multidisciplinary TED format (http://www.ted.com/).
In order for IJAS to remain in compliance with Austria’s immigration laws, it is imperative that you enter Austria in an
appropriate non-immigration status. For example, if you’re a citizen of Australia, Canada, the EU or the USA, you do
not need a visa. However, if you need a visa to enter Austria, please present this letter at an Austrian Embassy or
Consulate with your non-immigrant visa application and passport.
For your submission to appear in one of the conference’s ISSN-numbered CD-ROMs, please follow the format
recommended in the instructions in the conference website’s Submit Your Research section. There is no limit on the
number of pages. You may email your properly formatted abstract/paper directly to IJAS’s Conferences Department
at conference@internationaljournal.org. Please make sure that it is in Microsoft Word and that the above
“Research ID” is included all your future emails concerning the conference.
The registration fee does not include food and lodging.
We look forward to your participation, and we hope that you will find our program fully rewarding.
Sincerely,

Professor Joseph Bonnici, PhD, JD
IJAS Conferences Coordinator

Note to Visa Office:
The attached letter was signed by Dr. Joseph Bonnici, a Schengen resident and citizen of Malta.

